REGISTERED BEHAVIOR TECHNICIAN (RBT)* TRAINING

2016

JANUARY 15
FEBRUARY 26
APRIL 15

This training program is based on the Registered Behavior Technician Task List and is designed to meet the 40-hour training requirement for the RBT credential. The program is offered independent of the BACB*. Approximately 20 hours of content will be presented in person during three workshops; 20 hours will be completed online for a total of 40 hours. There will be no cost to participate. Lunch will be provided on training days.

WHEN & WHERE? ALBUQUERQUE, NM

SCHEDULE AND LOCATION WILL BE PROVIDED UPON ACCEPTANCE OF APPLICATIONS

PRESENTED BY:

• Shawn Quigley, PhD, BCBA-D
• Patrick Blevins, MS, BCBA and
• Maryann Trott, MA, BCBA

STARTING NOVEMBER 6, 2015, APPLY ONLINE AT http://www.cdd.unm.edu/autism/index.html

Questions? Please send us an Email at:

HSC-RBTcourses@salud.unm.edu

WHAT IS IT?

“BACB’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS AUTHORIZED THE DEVELOPMENT OF THIS CREDENTIAL TO ESTABLISH TRAINING STANDARDS FOR BEHAVIOR TECHNICIANS, THE PARAPROFESSIONALS WHO IMPLEMENT BEHAVIOR PLANS DIRECTLY WITH CLIENTS.” - BACB

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
WWW. BACB.COM

WHY?

“In recent years, the number of behavior technicians has grown along with the demand for quality applied behavior-analytic services. This growth, along with requests to identify and evaluate standards for behavior technicians by regulatory and funding stakeholders, firmly establishes the need for the new credential.” - BACB

WHO?

- Individuals working with, or interested in working with, individuals requiring behavior analytic intervention.
- Individuals at least 18 years old who possess a minimum of a high school diploma or equivalent.

*Trademark of the Behavior Analyst Certification Board